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The relation between the input and output variables of control systems 
>v-ith finite delay may be characterized by the differential equation 
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where r: is the dead time characterizing the finite delay. In the case of such sys
tems the number of roots determining stability is infinite in consequence of 
the exponential function appearing in the characteristic equation. A condition 
for the system stability is that all of these roots fall to the left side of the com
plex plane. As the direct determination of this criterion is not possible, differ
ent approximating methods have been worked out for testing the stability 
of control systems "w-ith dead time. 

SOLIl\IAN and SHAIKH [3, 4] applied PONTRYAGIN'S method (see Appen
dix) for the stability test of a control system with first-order lag and finite 
delay, compensated by P, I, PI, PD and PID components. 

The present paper investigates as a generalization of the results oh-
tained by [3] and [4] - the stahility of the linear control systcms with second
order lag and finite delay sho"wll in Fig. 1 "with a unit feedback, compensated 
generally speaking by a PID controller. First the PONTRYAGIl'i" method is 
used, then the NYQUIST stahility criterion is applied. 

The transfer function of the plant is: 

G(s) = exp (- Si) 
1 +2CTs + T 2s2 

where i is the finite delay or dead time, T is the time constant of the second
order lag, C is the so-called damping factor, which is an arbitrary positive con
stant. 

5* 

The transfer function of the PID controller is: 

_ ; 1 ) 
C(s)=Kll+-- Td S 

Tis 
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,,-here K is the loop gain, T; is the integral time constant and Tdis the deriv
ative time constant. 

In a further paper diagrams computed by a digital computer are plotted, 
showing the critical loop gain yersus the dead time for the yalues 0 < r 10 
in the case of a proportional acting controller and for 0 < r < = in the case 
of an integral acting controller. 

Fig. 1 

1. Application of the state-space method for the stahility test of control 
systems ,dth dead time 

The hchayiour of any linear, time inyariant continuous system with dead 
time may he described hy the following first order difIerence-differential equa
tion 5ystcm: 

x(t) CxCt - r) = Ax(t) + Bx(t - r) f(t) (1) 

and 

,,-heTe B, C and D a1';> stationary matTices containing constant elements, 
set) is the state Yectol", f(l) = x;(t) is the Yeetor of the input signaL T is tll{' 
llead time. 

The stability condition of the homogeneous systems, i.e. for a system 
without esternal exeitation, in the ease f(t) 0 is the following: when t ~ = 
\,-e must hayp X(t) ~- O. This eondition is TelahH'ly easy to determine. By 
taking the Lapiace tran5forms of hoth sides of the homogeneous equation we 
obtain 

XIs) [S(s)] -1 X(O). 

By the way the inverse Laplace transform of [S(5)] -1 is the so-called transi· 
tion matrix. The condition of the stability is that all cigenvalues of the equatiOll 

det S(s) o (2) 

should have negative real parts. Here 

[S(s)] -1 = [A B exp (- sr) sC exp Si) sl]-l >~ [ C exp ( Si) -+- I] (3; 

where I is the unit matrix. 
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In the case of systems with dead time det S is an exponential polynomial 
having an infinite number of roots. With the help of the POl"TRYAGIN method 
the critical loop gain and thus the region of stability may be determined with
out the knowledge of the roots' positions in the complex plane. The method 
and the criteria are described in the Appendix. 

2. A general stahility test of a linear unit feedhack control system with 
second-order lag and dead time compensated hy a PID controller 

2.1 Pontryagin's melhod 

From the resultant transfer function of the open loop control system 
sho-wn in Fig. 1 the relation between the Laplacc transfOTms of the output 

variable x,,(t) and the input variable Xi(t) - if the dead time lag is considered 
separately - l~' 

'Ir E X l~ll A-(S)--J,(sJ---- ----
I . - T:! o. <"J1:!. ~:! 

_ ~ J ~ 

Xo(S)-=- ~. 
'J '- J 1 

T S 

\Vith this we can determine the state equation of the systcm on thc basis of 
the analogue model shown in Fig. 2. The sign rc,'crsion of the integrators to 
the contrary of the usual practice is disregarded. Taking the dead time also 
into account the state-space equations -will be: 

E en 
V 

Xl (t) Xl (t) x~ (t) Xi (t) 
~\. 

T,:x: (t - - --1 i -- T) 
T 1':!, (. T~ 

1 V E 
x~ (t) Xl (t) Xl (t) 

.\. 
Xi (t) Xl (I - -- r) 

T2 T~ T~ 

1 E 1 
Xi (t) - - -- X (t 

T - . - T~ T- j 
! ~ Z" 

In the casc of a system without c:\:tcrnnl c:\:citation corresponding to cquation 

system (1) IS: 

I I 2~ 
-. - T Xl (t) 1 0 I Xl (i) 

T 

r_ K 
Tei 

T~ 
o 0 Xl (I - T) 

X~ (t) 
1 

0 1 x 2 (t) T2 

K 
T~ 

o 0 

x., (t) 0 0 0 x:3 (t) 
L " , 

K 1 o 0 
T~ Ti 
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With the use of matrices A, B, C and utilizing equations (3) and (2), we have: 

K 1 
--L - - exp (- Si) = O. 

I T'2 T. 
I 

Fig. 2 

This is evidently a polynomial of the form 

det S = F[s, exp (-Si)] 

K 
-sexp(-si) + 
T2 

(5) 

On apply-ing the PONTRYAGIN method let us multiply the equations by the 
expression (exp sr). A.fter algebraic arrangements we have: 

+ KTi S + K. (6) 

The principal tcrm T'2 Ti S3 exp (Si) does cxist, therefore the necessary condition 
of the system stability is fulfilled. 

Performing the suhstitution s = j w we have: 

From this form of 

F[j w, exp (j un)] = P (w) + jQ(w) (8) 

the stability region may he determined with the help of any criterion of 
PONTRYAGIN (see Appendix). With the application of criterion 3 - which is 
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generally the most easily evaluable by using Eq. (8) the smallest critical loop 
gain K"r may be obtained. The critical loop gair: - after the evaluation with 
an arbitrary accuracy by iteration of the corresponding angular frequency 
(l)1{( in radians - may be determined from the transcendental equation system of 

Q(w) = 0 

P(w)Q(w) = O. 

In the case of Q( w) , .. 0 the equation system reduces to 

Q(w) = 0 

pew) = o. 

With thc application of (7) and (8) to the considered system we have: 

pew) = -2 ( TTi w~ cos on: + (T~ Ti w3 - wT;) sin 0)'( -

-J(w~ Td T,. + K = 0 (9) 

From equation system (9), (10) the transcendent equation to be solved for w, 
after the elimination of K, will be: 

(11) 

In the kno\\'ledge of w = m/{r obtained from (11) by iteration the loop gain 
K = K/{r is easily evaluated. 

2.2 The application of the N),quist stability criterion 

Let us examine the method of determination of the critical loop gain 
concerning the control shown in Fig. 1 with the help of the better known 
NYQUIST stability criterion. 

The loop transfer function of the open loop system shown in Fig. 1, taking 
the dead time lag also into account, is: 

YeS) = KY1 (s) = K (1 + _1_ 
Tis 
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After performing the substitution s = jO) and after algebraic arrangements 
we have the following frequency function: 

_ . K . . 1 T i (f)~ + 
Y(]O)) =-.--exp (-]o)T) .,., . . = KjYl(jw);exp(jq;(co)]. 

]0) T f 1 - T- 0)- --'- j'2~ Tm 
(1:2 ) 

W-ith the critical loop gam the resultant phase angle must be q;(m) :7. 

Thus, 

-- JT 

I.e. 

::T 
- -- (l)T 

.) 

2~To) 
tan- 1 -----

(13) 

-WT. 

2 

Taking the tangents of both sidE's and utilizing the well known trigonomt'trj,· 
formula 

we hav-e: 

tan(:x - /J) = --------'---
1 

2~ TO) 
1·..L ----... 

1 

1 - Te!. (.):2 1 

1 
= cotan (.) T = --- . 

tan (l)T 

From this we obtain for O)j;r a transcendent equation identical 'with (ll). In the 
knowledge of the latter the critical loop gain 

(14) 

may be ev-aluated. 
So with the use of the :XYQLIST stability criterion we obtained the same 

result in a much shorter ·way. Consequently it has no reason to extend the 
state-space method to the stability tests of linear, constant parameter controls 
in the case of systcms 'with a dead time either. 

A further advantage of the use of the NYQUIST :::tability criterion is 
that with its help a transcendent equation for the determination of the fre
quency corresponding to an arbitrary phase margin may he easily deriyed 
from (13). 

Other methods for the stability test of control systems with dead time 
are also known [5], [6]. But this paper does not wish to describe these different 
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methods or to compare them, rather in the continuation it will examine also 
numerically - by utilizing the aboye said and with the help of data obtained 
by a digital computer - the stability regions in function of the dead time and 
the system time constants, of the control sYstem shown in Fig. 1. 

Appendix 

Stability test oj linear, constant coefficient difference-differential equation by 
Pontryagin's method 

a) Let us multiply the polynomial of form det S = F[s, exp (-ST)], 
deriyed from equation (1) by such a high power of (exp ST), that only pOi:itive 
powers of (exp ST) should stay in the polynomial. 

b) Let us find the term in 'which the highe:,t powt'rs of s and of (exp ST 

appear. This term 'will he called the principal term. 
The first result of PO:'i"TRYAGI~'S method is the instahility criterion. Accord

ing to this criterion, if a polynomial of form F(s, C'xp ST) does not contain a prin
t:ipal term, then the system is unstable, whateyer the yalne:, of its coefficients. 

Yet the presence of a principal term is only a npCe:35ary, hut not a suffi
cient condition of the stability. 

c) In ordcr to te:::t, whether the real parts of all the eigenyalues of the 
polynomial F[s, exp( -Si)] are negatiyp, let U5 perform the substitution s = jco 

[F(s, exp sT)L=jv, = F[j «J, t"XP (j WT)] P( «) --:- jQ( (')) (IS) 

where P(w) and Q(c'J) are the real and imaginary parts of F[jOJ, exp (jWT»). 
\\'1th this the stahility theorem of' PO:'i"TRYAGn is a~ follows: 

A system described by cquation (1) is stable then and only then, 'when the 
polynomial F(s, exp ST) eontains a principal term and one of the following 
statements holds: 

1. AIII'oots of pew) and Q(w), respectiyely, are real, single, altel'llatiYe 
to each other and at least one yalue of ('J 5atisfies the inequality: 

P(UJ)Q(w) - P(C'J)Q(w) > O. (16) 

2. All (!Jp roots of P(U)) are real, single and all of' these roots satisfy the 
inequality: 

(17) 
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3. All Wq roots of Q( w) are real, single and all of these roots satisfy the 
inequality: 

(18) 

The stability boundaries may be determined by any of the conditions 
(16)-(18), if we change the symbol of inequality to that of equality. 

Summary 

This paper wishes to give an insight into the stability test of linear control systems with 
dead time. First PONTRYAGIN's method is used then the ]\;YQUIST stability criterion is applied 
for a system with second-order lag and dead time with a unit feedback, compensated by a 
PID controller. It is shown also that the NYQUIsT stability criterion gives the same result as 
PONTRYAGIN'S method but in a much shorter way. 
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